








2. Investigate the methods of producing various works of art.

3. Articulate an understanding and appreciation for the political, social, spiritual, intellectual, and cultural

contexts of art forms.

4. Apply terms, methodologies and concepts common to studies of art history, developing a

language to further understanding of art.

5. Construct a research paper that conforms to academic and discipline specific rigors of writing.

Institution-specific Student Learning Outcomes 

List institution-specific Student Learning Outcomes 

D. Narrative

Explain what students are going to do to develop the critical skills (selected above) and how you will assess their 

learning? 

Communication. Genre and Medium Awareness, Application and Versatility; Strategies for Understanding and 

Evaluating Messages; and Evaluation and Production of Arguments. 

Art 296 represents the second part of the Introduction to Art History- Art 295 is the first so the narratives will be 

very similar. This class continues to build on strategies for understanding and evaluating the visual arts. The class 

covers the Late Gothic period through to Contemporary Art. Period specific vocabulary (genre and medium 

awareness) is acquired to use along with a variety of strategies of interpretation including formal analysis and 

analysis of historical and cultural contexts (application and versatility; strategies for understanding and evaluating 

messages). Textbook readings, class lectures and discussions, low stakes in class writing and discussion assignments 

along with online group discussions (application and versatility) help reinforce student skills building. Weekly 

assignments, which vary from narrative writing to traditional quizzes, ask students to identify major works of art, 

critically evaluate works of art, apply the new vocabulary and employ a specified methodology (evaluation and 

production of arguments). The final capstone paper asks students to compare and contrast two works of art from 

different stylistic time periods and geographical locations through a visual analysis of each, then evaluate how each 

work of art uses culturally specific means to convey their messages (evaluation and production of arguments). 

Strategies for understanding and evaluating messages become more complex the newer the art works with non

traditional media for making art, such as formaldehyde, elephant dung and digital imagery (genre and medium 

awareness)- emerging. The question - Why is that Art? - and in class discussions link specific modern works of art 

to themes and meaning through evaluation and production of arguments. 

Critical Thinking. Problem Setting; Evidence Acquisition; Evidence Evaluation; and Reasoning/Conclusion 

Students in Art 296 will demonstrate critical thinking skills by analyzing the historical and social contexts of art and 

applying art-specific vocabulary correctly to discussions on works of art (evidence acquisition). Students are 

involved with problem setting when asked to choose art works for the comparison essay, follow up with directed 

research in the library (evidence gathering; evidence evaluation) to arrive at a conclusion - why was this 

comparison important and what was the thesis (reasoning/conclusion)? By asking themselves questions of the 

works of art chosen, students acquire and evaluate evidence to arrive at their thesis (problem setting, evidence 

acquisition). Researching material in the library and constructing an annotated bibliography teaches students to 

evaluate resources, while in-class discussions on visually communicated meanings lead to students learning to 

differentiate valid from invalid arguments. Students must weigh the evidence they have collected to complete the 

assignment. Correctly identifying major works of art and listing them within their correct stylistic designations in 

quizzes and writing assignments represents further examples of evidence acquisition, evaluation and reasoning. A 



student needs to know stylistic characteristics (evidence acquisition) to place the works in the correct period 

designation (evaluation and reasoning). 

Quantitative Reasoning. Communication/Representation of Quantitative Information; Analysis of Quantitative 

Arguments; and Application of Quantitative Models 

In this box, provide a narrative that explains how the proposed course addresses the outcomes of the third essential 

skill. 200 - 300 words. 

Personal & Social Responsibility. lntercultural reasoning and intercultural competence; Sustainability and the 

natural and human worlds; Ethical reasoning; Collaboration skills, teamwork and value systems; and Civic discourse, 

civic knowledge and engagement- local and global 

Students use the framework of art specific vocabulary and methodology to critique specific cultural and historical 

contexts to evaluate cultural assumptions from one time period and subsequent impact on a different time period 

in terms of appearance, meaning and function (intercultural reasoning and intercultural competence). Students 

analyze samples of art works from the 15th to the 21st century, from different geographical locations and totally 

different contexts to examine meaning, function and message in works of art. Modern art in particular, which 

challenges the canon of older Renaissance art, forces students to engage in intercultural reasoning and intercultural 

competence to understand the transition from a perfectly proportion rendering of a human figure in the 15th 

century to the fractured figures drawn 500 years later - Botticelli versus De Kooning. Students examine common 

themes that are reflected in art across cultures and eras - power, politics, morality, spirituality as expressed in art. 

Is one solution better than the other? Why? As students answer these questions and describe a range of cultural 

concerns that are communicated within the work of art, awareness of their own cultural biases emerge 

(intercultural reasoning and competence; ethical reasoning). Other issues including the commodification of art in 

recent years- huge prices at auction houses, cult of the collector, works of art disappearing from public view- and 

censorship call for ethical reasoning responses on the part of the student. The exploration of public art -from 

famous examples worldwide to the Statewide 1% Policy on New Buildings on Campus - further engages students in 

civic discourse, local and global. 

Information & Digital Literacy. Authority and Value of Information; Digital Literacy; Information Structure; and 

Research as Inquiry 

In this box, provide a narrative that explains how the proposed course addresses the outcomes of the third essential 

skill. 200 - 300 words. 

E. Supporting Documents

□ Sample Course Rubric Attached (recommended) 1:81 Sample Assessment Attached (required) 

F. Assessment Plan {Must be on file with HED by August 1, 2019)

Link to Institution's General Education Assessment Plan Click here to enter text. 

This course meets institutional standards for general education. 














